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ON T}IE CONVERGENCE OF EMPIRICAL
DISTRIBUTIONS UNDER PARIIAL OBSERVATIONS

T. Lehtonen and E. Nummelin

1. Introduction

Starting from the classical results of Maxwell, Boltzmann and Gibbs the ap-
plication of combinatorics and probability theory into statistical mechanics and
thermodynamics has a long history. Today the advancement of the theory of large
deviations seems to provide a solid basis for a general and unified theory of large
particle systems. Today this theory is far from complete but much work is in
progress; To pick up a few important contributions we would like to mention
the work of Lanford and Ruelle, especially the paper [7]. The monograph [9] by
Martin-Löf is also worthwhile. Many recent developments.are treated by Ellis
in the book [4], which also contains a large bibliography. Simultaneously to the
expa.nsion of the theory a growing number of applications has emerged in many
fields where la,fge systems are in consideration. An important area of application
is mathematical statistics. For various aspects of this connection see e.g. Bahadur
and Zabell [1], Barndorff-Nielsen [2], Groeneboom [5], Kester and Kallenberg [6]
and the references therein.

In this paper we consider a statistical application. Our main theme is the
conditional convergence of empirical distributions in the case of i.i.d. random ele-

ments. 'We assume that the values (states) of these elements remain unknown but
a macroscopic observation is made about the mean of an Rd-valued function of
the state. We are interested in the empirical distribution of the random elements
as well as in the probability distribution of a single element given this observa-
tion. It turns out that under certain. regularity conditions they both converge to
a common limiting distribution (see below). Similar, but weaker earlier results
about the distribution of a single random element were obtained by Lanford [7]

rand van Campenhout and Cover [12]. Our paper is also greatly iirfluenced by the
book of Ellis. However, Ellis does not formulate a general approach but derives
results for the special case called the "discrete" ideal gas. As compared with the
book by Ellis and Csiszar's advanced article [3] the derivation of the results is here

elementary in the sense that we do not use the abstract "level II" theory of large
deviations. Finally it should be noted that this paper is intimately connected to

[8], where we give a complete treatment with an application to physical systems,
especially to the (continuous) ideal gas. In the present paper we omit the physical
framework and expose the statistical content of the results.
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2. Preliminaries

Let (E,t) be a measurable space. Let X1,X2,. .. be a sequence of i.i.d. .E-
valued random elements having the common distribution PXr-t : P. Let u;
E - Rd be a Borel-measurable mapping and denote U; : u(X;). Denote A @) :n-'D?=ru,.

Let e, denote the unit mass at a e E. Then the empirical drstributjon of
the sample XrrXzr...rXn may be written as

P,1a*) - n-ri ey,(d,x).
i=1

is a random probability measure on (8, t) .

We assume that X1,X2,... remain unknown as such, but instead, the mean
Tt"l it observed. We are interested in the convergence, as n + €, of Po given
that U1'y € C, where C cRd is a convex Borel set. To state our results we still
need some more terminology and notation.

Consider the random variables Utr(J2,. . .. Denote by Z the Laplace trans-
form Z(t): Bs(t,ur> : t e<t,u(')>P@a) and let D: {t eBd; Z(t) < m}. We
suppose that D is open.

For t € 2, denote by P1 the conjugate distribution

P1(da) : Z(t)-re<t'"(')> P(dt).

Note that Po : P. Denote the expectation with respect to P1 by E1 and let
m(t):p'tUr.

Let .9 be the closed convex hull of the support of the distribution of tl and
let ri (s) denote the relative interior of .9. we suppose that ri (9) is nonempty.

Let (W") be a sequence of Rd-valued random variables and let (p,) be a
sequence of probability measures on the underlying sample space. Following [4] it
is said that the random variables Wn converge, as n --+ m, to a random variable
W* exponentially with respect to the probabilities Po, if for each e ) 0 there
exists a constant /. > 0 so that

Pr(lW^ - W""l ) e) < e-r"" eventually.

This is denoted by Wn Å W* (with respect to (P")).
Let (zr,) be a sequence of random probability measures and let p be a fixed

probability measure on (E, t). We say that the random probabilities irtr convetge
to P exponentially with rcspect to the probabilities P,., if for all bounded mea-
s^urable functions f : E -+.R the random va.riables I f an" converge to the limit
I fap exponentially with respect to Pr..
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Finatly let P, PrrPz,..., be (nonrandom) probability measures on (E,t).
We say that the probabilities Pn b-converge to P, if for all bounded measurable
functions f :E-+ R theintegrals I fdP" converge to tfdP.

Belou' we consider the Kullbaek-Leibler infonnation h defined by

h(t): K(PI,P) = Ellog(dPtldP), t eD'

Note that
h(t) :1t,81U1 > -log Z(t),

where
E{\: m(t): (d,ldt)(tos z(t)).

3. Convergence results

A basic starting point for our results is the following wellknown lemma from
convex analysis (see e.g. [2] and [t0]). Let Co (resp. C) denote the interior
(resp. the closure) of a set C.

Lemma. Let C c Rd be a convex Borcl set so that Co nr:(S),+ A and
Eh #e . Th.n tåere exists a unique point t : tc € *-t(e) so that

h(tc)=,,-i6f."t{t)

and actuaJJy
rn(tc) € äC n ri (S).

It was shown in [11] that the following conditional weak law of large numbers
holds true: Under the assumptions of the lemma

7<"1 
".i 

m(tc)

with respect to the conditional probabilities Pn,c: P(' 171"y e C).

Let g :.8 --+ Rå be a bounded, Borel-measurable mapping and denote G; :
S(X;). Denote G@) = t-t DL, G;. Applying the conditional wea,k law of large
numbers in the case of partial observations we may derive the following result
(see [8]).

Theorem. (Conditional convergence of sample means under partial observa-
tions.) Under the assumptions of the fiemma

Gt"r 6, | il*)P,.(dr) * n'i &
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with respect to the conditional probabilities P n,6 .

Our main results follow a,s easy corollaries from this theorem. First, consid-
ering a bounded, real valued function g note fhat f gd,F.:G(o). Consequently
we have

Corollary 1. (Conditional convergence of empirical distributions under par-
tial observations.) Under the assumptions of the lemmathe empirical distributions
Pn converge, a,s n + a, to the conjugate disttibution P1" exponentially with re-
spect to the conditional probabilities P o,6 .

Second, observe that the conditional convergence of the empirical distributions
implies the ö-convergence of the probabilities

t^
I P*(r,.)P",c(tu): P(x1e'lA61e c)

J

to the same limit. Hence we obtain finally:

Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of the lernma the conditional distribu-
tionts P(X1 e ' lU 61 € C) b-converge, as n "+ a, to the conjugate distribution
Dttc.
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